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Get Emergency Ready...



The Squamish Lillooet Regional District (SLRD) 
Emergency Program coordinates a comprehensive 
approach for responding to and reducing the 
impacts of a public emergency.

The SLRD Emergency Program Manager oversees 
activities on behalf of the SLRD Emergency 
Program to improve the safety and protection of 
SLRD residents and essential services during an 
emergency.

In the event of an emergency, the SLRD Board 
and Chair provide strategic direction to regional 
district services responding to the emergency. The 
SLRD Emergency Operations Centre (EOC), staffed 
by SLRD employees and community volunteers, 
coordinates assistance from and to neighbouring 
communities and other levels of government.

The Squamish Lillooet Regional District 

Emergency Program

Emergency 911
For more information and an electronic version of this guide:

www.slrd.bc.ca
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Emergencies are a fact of life. They occur in communities and 
cities around the world, and they have the potential to put your 
health, safety and security at risk.In any given year, the SLRD could 
experience flooding, extreme winter weather, and wildland interface 
fires. There are simple steps you can take to help protect yourself 

and your loved ones during an emergency.

This guide is designed to help you prepare for an emergency and 
know what to do when one strikes.

Why is it important to be 
“Emergency Ready?”

Depending on the nature of the 
emergency:

You may need to look after your 
own needs and those of your family, 
pets, and livestock for at least 72 
hours after an emergency occurs. 
Emergency services personnel may 
not be able to reach you immediately, 
or they or may have to focus their 
initial efforts elsewhere

You may need to evacuate your home 
or your animals with little or no 
notice

You may have to “shelter in place” 
with little or no access to external 
sources of food, water and other 
supplies

Preparing for an Emergency

What does it mean to be
 “Emergency Ready?”

Being emergency ready means that:

You have a plan so that you and 
your family know what to do in an 
emergency

You have an emergency kit  at home, 
work and in your vehicle, with food, 
water and supplies to last at least 72 
hours

You have insurance to help protect 
your home and family

Get Emergency Ready...
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Your Emergency Plan

Being prepared for an emergency starts 
with having a plan. Make sure everyone 
in your family knows what to do during 

and after an emergency.

Your plan should include:

Where and how to exit your 
home safely (doors, windows, and 
stairways)

A location, outside your home, 
where you will meet
The location of your emergency 
kit(s)

The name of a person who lives in 
a different provice, or another area 
code in BC (not Vancouver Island). 
this person will act as your family’s 
contact if you are separated during 
an emergency. Make sure that 
everyone knows this person’s name, 
address and telephone number

A list of key telephone numbers and 
addresses

 Hazards in the Squamish 
Lillooet Regional District

Over the years, SLRD residents 
have experienced various 
emergency situations including 
flooding, blackouts, landslides, 
wildland interface fires, and 
hazardous materials spills and 
accidents.

Review and update your plan 
at least once each year.
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Your emergency kit should include enough food, water and supplies 
to meet your needs for at least three days. This includes any food, 

water and supplies needed to care for pets and livestock:

Food and water:

 At least four litres of bottled water per person, per day. 
 Store it in a location where it will not freeze or be exposed to direct  
 sunlight, hydrocarbons, or pesticides

 Canned foods, dried goods and staples

 Comfort foods

 Food for infants, seniors and special diets

 Food for pets and livestock

Medications:

Make copies of all your prescriptions and keep a minimum one-week
supply of medications as well as spare eye glasses in your kit

Important documents:

 Extra keys, money, cheque books

 Bank account numbers, wills, insurance policies

 Credit card account numbers

 Health Card and Social Insurance Numbers

 Passports, immunization records

 Family records, such as birth, marriage and death certificates

 Important telephone numbers

 Inventory of valuable household goods

 Photos of family members in case you get separated

Keep copies of your important documents in a waterproof container

72-Hour Emergency Kit
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Sanitation supplies:

 Sturdy bucket or trash can to use as an emergency toilet

 Powdered chlorinated lime, household disinfectant, 
 deodorant and insecticide

 Resealable plastic bags

Basic supplies and tools:

 Disposable plates and glasses, cooking and eating utensils

 Plastic garbage bags, duct tape and paper towels

 Aluminum foil, ziplock(TM) bags

 Crank or battery-operated radio

 Matches or lighter in a waterproof container

 Flashlights and batteries

 Utility knife, can and bottle opener

 Pliers, screw driver and wrench

 Needle and thread

 Paper, pens, pencils

 Shovel, signal flares and whistle

 Fire extinguisher

 Road maps
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Clothing and Miscellaneous items:
 
 Basic toiletries

 At least one complete change of clothing

 Sturdy shoes or boots

 Hats and gloves
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 Rain gear

 Thermal underwear

 Bedding: blankets and sleeping bags

 Sunglasses

 Sunscreen
 
 First aid kit that you are trained to use

For Baby:

 Formula

 Bottles

 Diapers

 Medications

For Children:

 Favourite books, games, toys

For Pets and Livestock:
 
 Food, water and bowls
 
 Leash/harness and muzzle
 
 ID tags and licences
 
 Medications, and vaccination/medical records
 
 Blanket and favourite toy(s)
 
 Local animal shelter phone numbers
 
 Local livestock rescue organization contact information

It is important to maintain a basic first aid certification



Your Vehicle Emergency Kit
 Cell phone charger
 
 Shovel, scraper and snow brush

 Sand, salt and/or cat litter for traction, antifreeze

 Matches in a waterproof container

 Spare clothing, shoes and blankets

 Tow rope, jumper cables and windshield-washer fluid

 Warning light or road flares, shovel and fire extinguisher

 First aid kit with seatbelt cutter

 Water and food (such as energy bars)

 Roadmaps, whistle and flashlight

Your Work Emergency Kit

 Drinking water and food (such as energy bars)

 Medications

 Change of clothing/shoes

 Basic toiletries

 Flashlight and whistle

Tips:

Consider preparing a kit for each 
member of your family, and a larger 
kit containing common items such as 
food, water and other equipment

Consider storing your kit(s) in 
backpacks so they’re easy to carry 

Check your kit twice each year to 
ensure the freshness of food, water 
and medications and add new items 
as needed 

An easy way to remember is to 
check it when you change your 
clocks and smoke alarm batteries. 
If you choose to purchase an 
emergency kit or first aid kit, make 
sure you add items that reflect your 
own needs and preferences
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Talk to your children’s school to 
see if they have a student release 
program that indicates who can 
pick up children and under what 
circumstances



If you have special needs, require personal attendant care 
or use life-sustaining equipment:

 Arrange in advance for someone to check on you in the      
 event of an emergency

 Know the location of evacuation shelters that are wheel     
 chair accessible

 Wear a MedicAlert bracelet or carry an identification card

 Carry a personal alarm that emits a loud noise to draw      
 attention to your whereabouts

 Label your equipment and attach instructions on how to      
 use and transport it

Your emergency kit should also include:

 Perscription Drugs, medical supplies and special       
 equiptment

 Any information sheet about your special needs or disability

 Foods that meet your dietary needs

 A detailed list of all perscriptions and medications

People with Disabilities and Special Needs

Assisting People with 
Disabilities or Special Needs

 Always ask if a person wants or needs your help. Do not touch the person, 
 their service animal or their assistive devices without their permission

 Ask if they are injured or have any loss of movement and/or sensation

 Do not try to lift, support or assist in moving a person unless you know how to  
 do it safely

 Follow instructions posted on special needs equipment and assistive devices
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Natural Events: 
such as severe weather, major storms, flooding and 
disease outbreaks and wildfires 

Technological or Environmental Accidents:
 such as chemical spills, dam collapse, utility disruptions 
and power failures 

Human-Caused Incidents
 such as acts of terrorism 

Emergencies fall into 
three main categories:
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Did You
Know

Western Canada is the most seismically active region in Canada. Scientists 
at the Geological Survey of Canada office near Sidney, B.C. record and locate 
approximately 1000 earthquakes each year in the region, with a damaging 
quake possible every few years. Approximately every 500 – 700 yrs, the BC coast 
experiences a megathrust earthquake. The last megathrust earthquake that 
occurred was a magnitude 8.7 to 9.2 in the Cascadia subduction zone in 1700, 
creating a tsunami that impacted Japan.



Earthquakes
Earthquakes can be very powerful and destructive.

No location in the world is immune from earthquakes, and 
the west coast of BC is a very active seismic zone.
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If you are indoors:
 
 DROP under a sturdy piece of furniture
 COVER your head, neck and vital organs
 HOLD ON to the furniture if it moves, move with it.

 Stay inside and away from windows

 Take cover under a desk, table or other sturdy furniture

 Protect yourself, especially your head and neck

 Do not use elevators

If you are outdoors:

 Stay away from damaged and/or unstable buildings, trees    
 and other structures

If you are in your car:
 
 Pull off the road, stop driving and turn on your emergency flashers
 
 Avoid bridges, overpasses and other structures which may be damaged  
 and/or unstable

 Listen to the radio and television for instructions from officials on

For further information check out 
the Earthquake and Tsunami Smart Manual : 

http://www.pep.bc.ca/hazard_preparedness/earthquake_and_tsunami_smart_manual.pdf



If you are indoors:

 Stay inside and do not travel unless absolutely necessary

 Keep children and pets indoors

If you are outdoors:

 Seek shelter immediately
 
 Keep children and pets away from lakes, rivers, creeks and low-lying  
 areas  which may be prone to flooding

If you are in a vehicle:

 Get out of your vehicle and sit on the hood if you cannot walk or   
 swim away safely

 Do not drive in low-lying areas where flooding may occur

Major Rain Storms and Flooding 

Major rain storms can cause flooding, especially in low-lying areas 
and mountain drainages. Flash floods may occur without warning as 
streams and rivers overflow their banks. Heavy rain may also cause 

sewers to back up.
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If flooding is imminent:

 Remove furniture and other valuables from your basement to   
 prevent water damage

 Turn off your furnace, gas and electricity
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Do not travel unless absolutely necessary

Keep children and pets indoors

If you must go outside, dress for the weather

Preventative measures:

Prepare your vehicle for winter driving conditions. 
If traveling alone, advise someone of your trip plan and ETA

Keep an emergency kit in your vehicle. 
For details on what to include, see pages 5-9 

Keep your gas tank at least half full at all times

Winds and Winter Storms
Winter storms such as blizzards, ice storms and heavy 
snowfalls may create hazardous conditions and cause 
power disruptions. Being prepared for severe weather 

can help minimize your risk of injury.



Health Emergencies
Health emergencies may be caused by the spread 
of communicable diseases and contaminants in 

air, food or water.
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 Contact your family doctor immediately if you suspect that you or  any   
 member of your family has been exposed to a communicable disease
 
 Follow preventative and quarantine instructions
 issued by public health officials

Preventative Measures:

 Wash your hands frequently with soap and water

 Cover your nose and mouth when you sneeze or cough If you don’t have a  
 tissue, cough or sneeze into your sleeve

 Vaccinations may be available to help prevent the spread of disease

For more information please Visit
Vancouver Costal Heath

 www.vch.ca 

or Interior Health 
www.interiorhealth.ca



If your community is surrounded by brush, grassland or 
forest, follow these instructions to prepare your home 
and family for potential wildfires:

 Check for, and remove, fire hazards in and around your home, such as dried  
 out branches, leaves and debris.

 Keep a good sprinkler in an accessible location.

 Learn fire safety techniques and teach them to members of your family.

 Have fire drills with your family on a regular basis.

 Maintain first-aid supplies to treat the injured until help arrives.
 Have an escape plan so that all members of the family know how to get out  
 of the house quickly and safely.

 Make sure all family members are familiar with the technique of “STOP,   
 DROP, AND ROLL” in case of clothes catching on fire. 

 Make sure every floor and all sleeping areas have smoke detectors.
 Consult with your local fire department about making your home 
 fire-resistant.
 
 If you are on a farm/ranch, sheltering livestock may be the wrong thing   
 to do because a wildfire could trap animals inside, causing them harm.   
 Leaving animals unsheltered is preferable, or if time and personal
 safety permits, evacuation away from the danger zone should be    
 considered.

Wildland Interface Fires
Approximately 8,000 wildfires occur each year in Canada. The SLRD 
experiences wildland interface fires nearly every year, and communities 
are often evacuated or placed on evacuation alert. 2003 and 2009 were 

particularly serious fire years in the regional district.

The number of wildfires that occur on average every year in British Columbia is 
usually given as 2,000, with about half caused by people and about half caused 
by lightning. Wildfires usually spread at rates between 16 – 20 km/h, but rate of 
spread can be influenced by weather, terrain, and fuel sources.

Did You
Know
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For more information check out the FireSmart Manual:
http://www.pssg.gov.bc.ca/firecom/pdf/homeowner-firesmart.pdf



If you see a fire approaching your home or community:

Report it immediately by dialing *5555 the BC Wildfire Emergency Line. 

If it is safe, and there is time before the fire arrives, you should take the following action:
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 Close all windows and doors in the house.

 Cover vents, windows, and other openings of the house with duct tape and/or  
 precut pieces of plywood.
 
 Park your car, positioned forward out of the driveway. Keep car windows   
    closed and have your valuables already packed in your car.
 
 Turn off propane or natural gas. Move any propane barbeques into the open,  
  away from structures.

 Turn on the lights in the house, porch, garage and yard. 

 Inside the house, move combustible materials such as light curtains and   
    furniture away from the windows.

 Place a ladder to the roof in the front of the house.

 Put lawn sprinklers on the roof of the house and turn on the water.

 Move all combustibles away from the house, including firewood and lawn  
 furniture.

 Evacuate your family and pets to a safe location.

 Stay tuned to your local radio station for up-to-date information on the fire  
 and possible road closures or visit bcwildfire.ca



 Unplug electrical appliances to prevent damage caused by power surges. Power  
 can be restored more easily when the electrical system is not overloaded 

 Use home generators with caution and only outdoors in well-ventilated areas.   
 Follow manufacturers’ instructions

 Do not use charcoal or gas barbecues or camping/heating equipment indoors

Power Failures 
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In the event of an accident or spill, you may have to evacuate your home:

 Stay away, and upwind, from the accident area

 If emergency personnel issue an order to evacuate, leave the area immediately

 Do not re-enter the area until emergency personnel tell you it is safe to do so

 Stay calm.

Hazardous Materials Accidents
Hazardous materials, such as chemicals, fuels and solvents, are harmful to 
people and the environment. Many chemicals cannot be seen or smelled, 
but they can be deadly. Accidents are more likely to occur in areas where 
hazardous materials are stored, used and transported such as industrial 

parks, and along highways or railways.



Heat

Prolonged exposure to high summer temperatures
 and extreme heat may be harmful to your health.

 To minimize the risk of injury:

 Drink plenty of water to prevent dehydration, and avoid alcoholic and   
  caffeinated drinks

 Wear lightweight and loose-fitting clothing

 Take a cool shower or bath

 Avoid strenuous exercise

 Do not leave children or pets alone in a parked car

 Visit air conditioned buildings, such as libraries, malls and cooling centres

Cold

Improper use of heating equipment in your home may cause burns and fires.

To minimize the risk of injury or fire:

 Use space heaters with caution and ensure they are approved for indoor use

 Keep combustible materials at least three feet away from sources of heat

 Do not leave heating equipment unattended

 Keep streets and sidewalks clear for emergency vehicles.

Children and seniors, people with chronic health problems and special 
needs, people who work outdoors, and people who exercise vigorously 

are especially vulnerable to extreme heat and cold.

Extreme Heat and Cold
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There are several active landslide areas in the SLRD. Fountain Slide 
near Lillooet requires daily monitoring, and in the summer of 2010, 
Mt. Meager (near Pemberton) produced the third largest landslide in 

Canadian history. 

 Landslides

If indoors

 Find cover in the section of the building that is furthest away from the    
 approaching landslide.

 Take shelter under a strong table or bench.

 Hold on firmly and stay put until all movement has ceased.

If outdoors

 Move quickly away from its likely path, keeping clear of embankments, trees,   
 power lines and poles.
 
 Stay away from the landslide. The slope may experience additional failures for   
 hours to days afterwards.

In case of a landslide, you should:
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Did You
Know

The Mt. Meager landslide of August 2010 was the one of the largest in Canadian 
history. Approximately 40 million cubic metres of material blocked Meager 
Creek, and resulted in an evacuation of areas in and around Pemberton. A 
larger slide of 46 million cubic metres occurred at Hope in 1965, and Canada’s 
largest landslide (185 million cubic metres of material) happened in 1894 at 
Saint-Alban, Quebec.



Did You
Know

Tsunamis are a series of large waves that strike coastal areas, usually 
caused by a seismic event such as an earthquake. They can happen with 
little warning and result in foreshore flooding and damage to coastal 
communities. In the SLRD, the risk is minimal, but some residents living in 

low-lying areas around Howe Sound, should prepare in advance.

Tsunami
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How to prepare for a tsunami

 Check your house and land for any potential dangers related to flooding.
 Identify any vulnerability and repair it.

 Learn how to turn off the gas and electricity in your house. Local authorities  
 may instruct you to shut these off.

 Do not store your important documents in the basement. Keep them at a   
 higher level, protected from flood damage.

 If you have any questions or need to know more about evacuation procedures,  
 contact the SLRD Emergency Program Coordinator.

Some parts of the BC coast exposed to the open Pacific are vulnerable to dam-
aging tsunamis waves. The areas vulnerable to tsunamis are indicated in the 
red-tabbed pages of the telephone books published for the coastal communi-
ties of British Columbia. The last tsunami to impact BC struck Port Alberni on 
March 28, 1964, resulting from an earthquake in Alaska.



What to do when a tsunami hits
 
 Do not go near the shore to watch a tsunami hit. If you can see it, you are too  
 close to escape.

 Should a tsunami occur and you cannot get to higher ground, stay inside where  
 you are protected from the water. It’s best to be on the landward side of the  
 house, away from windows.

 Often tsunamis occur in multiple waves that can occur minutes apart, but also  
 as much as one hour apart.

 Monitor the tsunami’s progress and listen for warnings or instructions from  
 local officials. If you are safe when the first tsunami hits, stay put until   
 authorities declare all is safe.

 After a tsunami hits, you may encounter flood waters. Flood waters can be  
 dangerous to walk or drive through. Before driving anywhere, it is best to listen  
 carefully to rescue officials who will be coordinating evacuation plans.
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 Follow the directions of emergency personnel

 Take your emergency kit with you

 Let someone know that you’ve left and where you can be found or leave a note   
 behind

 Turn off your lights and appliances (except your refrigerator and freezer).

 Turn off or reduce your heat or air conditioning

 Lock your doors

Do not leave your pets behind:

 Pets may become lost and/or not survive on their own

 Take your pets to a relative or friend’s house or to a pet-friendly motel/hotel.
 
 Bring plenty of food and water for your pets
 
 NGO’s (non-governmental-organizations)  work with homeowners at
  evacuation centres with respect to options for dealing with pets

Check on your neighbours and help them if you are able.

Coping with Emergencies

What every child should know…

 How and when to call 9-1-1

 Their home address and telephone number

 How to exit their home quickly and safely

 Family contact information

 How to identify the smell of gas. And if they smell it, to tell a grown-up and   
 leave the building immediately

 Never touch wires lying on the ground or hanging from poles
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Three Ways to Purify Water

Purify all water before drinking. Don’t take chances on the safety of your water. 
Drinking unsafe water may cause typhoid fever, dysentery, infectious hepatitis and 
other diseases.

 

Then:

Boil water vigorously for 5 to 10 minutes; 

OR  add liquid household bleach at a ratio of 7 drops per 2.5 litres of water, mix  
 well and let stand 30 minutes;

OR  add household tincture of iodine (2%) at a ratio of about 20 drops per 2.5 litres  
 of water

 Note: If water lines are damaged, do not flush your toilets. Turn your off water at  
 the main valve so polluted water does not enter your water system.

Human Waste

 A portable camp toilet, sturdy bucket or trash can with a tight-fitting lid may be  
 used as an emergency toilet. Keep a supply of plastic bags, twist ties, toilet  
 paper and household disinfectant on hand

 Bury human waste matter in trenches 60-76 cm. (24”-36”) deep and cover it  
 with a thin layer of lime

 Make sure you have at least a three day supply of water for each member of   
 your family in your emergency kit

  If your water supply is disrupted, you may have to find other sources of water. 
 Other sources include hot water tanks, toilet flush tanks, rainwater and ice cubes

 Do not use chemically-treated toilet water or water from the toilet bowl

Clean Water

Begin by straining water through a clean cloth to remove any sediment and floating matter.
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 Check in and around your home for damage

 Dispose of any spoiled or contaminated foods, especially after a power outage.   
 If you’re not sure, throw it out

 Encourage family members to talk about their experience and their feelings,   
 especially children

 Contact other family members to let them know that you are safe
 Keep calls short to reduce the load on phone lines

 Check for damaged utilities

Gas

Natural gas is colourless, odourless and non-poisonous. A smell, like rotten eggs, is 
added to it for your safety.

 If you smell gas:

 Open doors and windows

 Call your natural gas provider immediately

 Don’t use your telephone or cellular phone. Call from a neighbour’s phone

 Don’t turn any electrical switches, appliances or computers on or off

 Don’t smoke or use lighters or matches, or start any motors near the leak

Electrical

 Check for damage such as frayed wires, sparks or the smell of hot insulation:

 Do not operate electrical switches or appliances

 Shut off the main breakers, then individual breakers  and control restoration of   
 power, when ready.

Water

Check for leaks:

 Shut off water at the main valve, where the water pipe enters your home

After an Emergency 
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contact: 

for more information on emergency management in the SLRD please contact:

 
Ryan Wainwright

SLRD emrengcy program manager 

rwainwright@slrd.bc.ca

604.6986442

community preparedness and Firesmart presentations are available


